
TELF AG Highlights Maritime Logistics as
Cornerstone of Global Trade and Economic
Growth in Publication

TELF AG sheds light on the vital role of

maritime logistics in this intricate web of

commerce.

LUGANO, TICINO, SWITZERLAND,

August 13, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

In a world where global trade

transcends borders and propels

economic growth, TELF AG, a

distinguished international

commodities trader with over three

decades of industry expertise, sheds

light on the vital role of maritime

logistics in this intricate web of

commerce. The company's recent

article underscores the paramount

significance of maritime logistics as a driving force behind international trade and economic

expansion.

Maritime logistics is the

backbone of international

trade, enabling the swift and

efficient transport of goods

over vast distances.”

TELF AG

TELF AG's insightful article, titled "The Vital Importance of

Maritime Logistics in Global Trade and Economic Growth,"

explores the integral nature of maritime logistics in

facilitating the seamless movement of goods across

oceans, ports, and shipping lanes. According to TELF AG,

maritime logistics is the linchpin that connects nations and

drives economic prosperity on a global scale.

The article emphasizes that maritime logistics is the

backbone of international trade, enabling the swift and efficient transport of goods over vast

distances. As per TELF AG's analysis, around 80% of the world's business by volume and 70% by

value relies on maritime transportation, making it the most cost-effective and energy-efficient

means of moving goods.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://telf-ag.com/
https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-the-role-of-maritime-logistics-in-global-trade/
https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-the-role-of-maritime-logistics-in-global-trade/


TELF AG states that maritime logistics

not only fuels economic growth by

opening up new markets and creating

job opportunities, but it also plays a

pivotal role in delivering humanitarian

aid and essential supplies during times

of crisis. The article further

underscores the industry's

commitment to sustainability, with

maritime logistics companies adopting

innovative technologies and practices

to reduce their carbon footprint.

The comprehensive exploration of

maritime logistics by TELF AG provides

a profound understanding of its multi-

faceted significance in the modern

global economy. Readers can access

the full article here and gain deeper

insights by watching the accompanying

video here:

https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-the-role-of-

maritime-logistics-in-global-trade/

https://youtu.be/g9x9Jv0DrAQ

About TELF AG:

TELF AG is a leading full-service

international physical commodities

trader with a 30-year track record in

the industry. The company operates

globally in Lugano, Switzerland, and

offers comprehensive solutions to

commodities producers worldwide.

TELF AG specializes in effective

marketing, financing, and logistics

solutions, enabling suppliers to focus

on their core activities and access

extensive markets. Their customer-

centric approach tailors solutions to

individual producers, forging enduring

https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-the-role-of-maritime-logistics-in-global-trade/
https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-the-role-of-maritime-logistics-in-global-trade/
https://youtu.be/g9x9Jv0DrAQ
https://telf-ag.com/about


partnerships and ensuring operational

excellence and reliability, as widely

recognized by consumers.

Rick De Oliveira

TELF AG
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